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1 0 INTRODUCTION

1,1 - AUTHORIZATION

By a contract between the City of Sarasota and Longboat Key, and

Arvida Realty Corporation and the Engineering and Industrial Experiment

Station, that was approved by the Board of Control on March 25, 1960,

the Coastal Engineering Laboratory undertook a model study of the

Sarasota Bay area,

1 0 2 - PURPOSE & SCOPE

The purpose of this study was to investigate the hydraulic effects

that tlVO large land fills would have on New Pass and Sarasota Pass and

the bay area that fills these passeso It was further the purpose of

this study to investigate various solutions for the improvement of New

Pass and Sarasota Pass for navigation,

The study was conducted as a combined field, model and office

study, The field study consisted of approximately 3 months of gather

ing field data necessary for the construction and calibration of the

hydraulic modelo The model was constructed by a separate crew in

order to expedite the study, The office study consisted of reduction

and analysis of field and model data and certain computations to be

made to support the results obtained from the model testso



110 BACKGROUND & DESCRIPrION

OF THE STUDY AREA

2 0 1 - HISTORY OF THE AREA

The southwest coast of Florida has the appearance of a shoreline

of emergence whic~ is now submerging againo This may be a combined

result of a rise in sea level due to the melting of the polar caps and

tectonic movements of the crust of the earth.

From Cape Romano to Anc10te Keys the Gulf shore includes a chain

of low islands usually without sand dunes. These barriers were built

up by wave and current act i_on in geologically recent timeE. Break

throughs in the barriers have been responsible for the formation of

several passes.

The sand, of which the barriers are composed, is apparently

derived partly from the ocean bottom and partly from erosion of other

barriers in this region and not from northern sources as in the case

on the east coasto A considerable part of the beach material is whole

0r broken shell which does not remain uniformly mixed with the quartz

sand under wave action.

During geologically recent times many changes have taken place,

especially in the offshore barrier islands and the passes between these

islands. Sheet 1 shows the development of the present day shoreline

and the changes that have taken place in New Pass and Sarasota Pass.

It might be noted that as late as 1889 Lido Key did not exist as we

know it today.
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It appears from a study of Sheet 1 that Sarasota Pass has been

well stabilized since 1889 although there is no doubt that the various

smaller channels within the pass tend to change in both appearance and

location over the years o

The origin of New Pass is said to date from the hurricane of

Septo 22, 1848, at which tL~e Longboat Key was breathed by a violent

storm which came from the southwest. Since that time this pass has

remained in the same location; however, the size, direction and con

figuration have changed considerab1yo

As may be seen from Sheet 1 the various small islands shown in

1889 formed into a single island by dredging and natural processes

during the period between 1889 and 19260 Both Big Sarasota Pass and

New Pass appear to have remained much the same during that period o

During the period 1926 to 1949, New Pass changed considerably in both

appearance and direction of the outflow. A peninsula of laud was also

formed during this period on the SW corner of Longboat Keyo It appears

that this peninsula was formed by the action of the flood flow carry

ing material around the corner of Longboat Key and then due to a

boundary separation and subsequent eddy current the sand was deposited

along the north side of the inlet to build this peninsula 0

For the period from 1949 to the present the principal changes

seem to be in a build up of both ends of Lido Key and in the south

ward migration of the New Pass channel through the Gulf bar o This

migration is of a cyclic nature and migrates to the south and then

recuts itself straight out over the Gulf bar o Simultaneously, a
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serious erosion problem arose along the center and to the north of the

center of Lido Keyo

2.2 - PRESENT DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA

The study area is located on the west coast of Florida some 20

miles south of Tampa Bay. The keys in the study area are Longboat p

Lido, Sto Armands, Bird, Coon, Otter, and Siesta o Of these keys Lido,

Stc Armands and Siesta are highly populated, Longboat and Bird are

rapidly becoming more populated and Coon and Otter are not populated

at all.

This area includes New Pass and Sarasota Pass and their tidal

bay areas o The southern boundary of the tidal area is located at

about Stickney Point and the northern boundary is somewhat north of

Buttonwood Harbor. The east is bounded by the mainland of Florida and

the west is bounded by the barrier islands.

Sarasota Bay is a large, shallow body of water with very little

currents except in the pass areas o Little natural changes have taken

place in the bottom topography in recent times o The bay is extremely

popular for sport fishing and boating and is an important recreational

asset to the Sarasota area o

Areas with shorelines on the gulf that are included in this study

are the southern portion of Longboat Key, Lido Key, and the northern

portion of Siesta Key. For these coastal areas there exists an erosion

problem on Lido Key (as mentioned above) and some erosion problems on

Siesta Keyo These erosion problems are caused in part by rise in sea

level and in part by the influence of the passes on the material balanceo
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Erosion problems also exist in both passes due to the tendency

for southerly movement of these passes, These problems are particular

ly, acute in the gorge area of New Pass and a section of Siesta Key

gulfward of the swash channel area and extending to Siesta Pointo

2 0 3 - WIND

Records of the U. S. Weather Bureau Station at Tampa for the

period 1930-36 are considered approximately correct for this area o

Sheet No. 2 shows the wind diagram in which the average direction and

velocity of winds for one year is depicted.

The diagram shows prevailing winds from easterly directions o

Offshore wind charts of the U. S. Hydrographic Office as shown in

Sheet No.3 also show prevailing winds from the easto

In regard to storms and hurricanes the following is said in

House Document 760, 80th Congress, 2nd Session including a beach

erosion study by the Corps of Engineers at Anna Maria and Longboat

Keys: "Storms are quite infrequent in this area; those with wind

velocities of 20 miles per hour or more occur with an average frequency

of about nine per year, of which six are from the direction that could

be expected to affect the shore. About half of the storms affecting

the area covered by this study are of tropical origin."

The hurricane of October 1921 was the most violent one of the

century for this area, although the September, 1950 storm also caused

considerable damage, particularly on the west coast beaches o
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2 0 4 - WAVES AND SWELLS

Waves are formed and built up in a wind field by energy transfer

from wind to water o Swells are the remnants of waves which were

generated in remote storm areas and propagated through regions of

weaker or no winds. Wind waves have great irregularity in height and

period and are usually also short crested. Swells are more regular

and have longer crests.

Little actual wave information exists for Florida's west coast 0

Modern forecast and hindcast technique~however,make it possible to

compute wave characteristics from weather maps with reasonable accuracyo

Sheet Noo 4 shows the yearly wave pattern for deep water off

Tampa Bay, Florida (Technical Memorandum Noo 89 of the Beach Erosion

Board, Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army). It is compiled from hindcast

wave data for a three year period at the location 270 35'N (latitude),

840 23'W (longitude).

The diagram indicates that waves of more than 4 fto _high~ occur

infrequently. Waves higher than 10 ft. average occur less than 10

hours a year from the direction 5, SW, and W. From NW higher waves

are a little more frequent, but occur no more frequently than 15 hours

a yearo

The corresponding periods of the waves above 4 fto height varies

from 5 to 8.5 seconds.

Sheet No. 5 shows in a similar way the distribution of swells

for deep water off Tampa Bayo The diagram indicates that swells with

a height of more than 3 fto occur only a few days per yearo
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Sheets No.4 and 5 refer to the so-called significant wave height

and wave period o The significant wave height is the average of the

one-third highest waves; the significant period is the average of the

one-third longest waves 0

Hurricanes produce very high waves in the Gulf of Mexicoo A

calculation of the frequency of hurricane wave heights for a few off

shore locations in the Gulf is given in Technical Memorandum No. 98 of

the Beach Erosion Board o Computations were made from weather maps

covering hurricanes in the period 1900-1949. The results are shown in

Sheet No~ 6 on which the wave height, wave period, and frequency are

indicated 0 Highest hurricane waves come from southwest direction o A

wave height of 20 fto or higher cml, on an average, be expected once

in twenty yearso

205 - TIDES AND CURRENTS

The tide in this area is a mixture of diurnal and semi-diurnal 0

During spring tide the diurnal character dominates whereas during neap

tide the semi-diurnal character is predominanto

In Sarasota Bay, the mean tidal range is 1.3 fto; the mean

spring range is 1.7 ft.

Currents are generally weak in the Qulf of Mexico, except in the

vicinity of the passes and when heavy waves hit the coastline at an

oblique angle 0 In the latter case there can be a strong longshore

current parallel and close to the shoreline.

During storms and hurricanes, waves up to 12-14 fto may hit the

coastal areas in question. An additional effect is a piling-up of

water in the shallow coastal waters o
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This wind and wave set-up depends on the wind velocity, the

dimensions of the wind field, the direction of the wind, and the depth

of the coastal waters.

The shallow offshore areas along the middle Gulf coast make this

area sensitive to such set-up during severe storms and hurricanes.

During the hurricane of October, 1921, a tide height of 10.5 ft. was

recorded at Tampa and most of the keys were completely inundated.

Fortunately, extreme high tides occur only with a low frequency;

the higher the tide, the lower the frequency of occurrence,

From information available on extreme high tides, the following

tide elevations above sea level are statistically estimated for the

middle Gulf coast.

Higher than 4

Higher than 7

Higher than 8

5 ft.

8 ft.

9 ft.

once in 20 years.

once in 50 years.

once in 100 years.

2.6 - LITTORAL DRIFT

Littoral drift is the material, principally sand and shell, that

moves up and down a shore due to the influence of wave and sw&ll ac

tion and longshore currents. It is possible to define the direction

of pred~ninant drift, when an extended period of time is considered.

Because of the direction of the shoreline, waves and swells

approaching from northwest and west cause a southerly drift and waves

and swells from the southwest and south cause a northerly drift. In

the pass areas where there are large shoals this general situation is

n~ longer true. Due to refraction of the waves as they pass over the

shoal areas the original offshore wave direction is modified so that
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the waves turn in the direction of the shallow watero This is the

principal cause for the build up of the north end of Lido and Siesta

Keys.

Based on the wave and swell information mentioned in Seco 2.4. it

may be seen that waves which produce northerly drift are more frequent.

but waves which produce southerly drift are highero Since the amount

of littoral drift resulting from certain wave or swell activity

depends. in part. on the energy of the incoming wave and since the

energy a wave possesses is related to the square of the wave height.

the wave and swell data indicates a predominant southerly 4rifto

The predominant southerly drift is verified by the accumulation

of sand north of the north jetty at Venice Inlet. the large shoal area

north of the main channel at Sarasota Inlet, and the southerly bending

of the New Pass and Sarasota Pass channels after they come into the

Gulf 0

The quantity of littoral drift that is moving in the area is not

known; however. an estimate may be obtained from the amount of mainten

ance dredging required for the Egmont Channel (the gulf entrance to

Tampa Bay) 0 The average dredging for a 28 year period from 1922 to

1950 indicates a yearly average of about 50.000 cUo ydso Although

this is far from an exact amount, it is an indication that the volume

is relatively small o
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III. SCOPE OF THE FIELD INVESTIGATION FOR THE

PURPOSE OF THE MODEL STUDY

3. 1 - HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY

In order to insure an accurate reproduction of prototype bottom

topography in the model, an extensive hydrographic survey was carried

out. This survey concentrated on the gulf shoreline, the two passes

and the area around the newly dredged Bird Key. Check lines were run

in the bay areas to verify the information on the 1954-55 U.S.C. & G.S.

, boat sheets.

In the bay areas it was found that the UoS oC. & G.S. information

was still valid but in the rapidly changing gulf and pass areas the

1954-55 information was already outdated. The dredging for Bird Key

had only recently been completed so that no information was available

on the bottom topography in this area.

For New Pass, sounding lines were run on both sides of the pass

into the gulf and also diagonally across the gulf entrance. Lines

were run perpendicularly through the inlet every 300 ft.

In the Sarasota Point area lines were run from the pass, south

to the public beach. On the north side of the pass several lines were

run on the south end of Lido Keyo Through the pass itself lines were

run approximately every 600 ft. These sounding lines crossed the main

channel and across the shoals and into deep water at the west end of

the pass and across the pass from Siesta Key to Lido Key at the east

end of the pass.
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In all, the hydrographic survey of the bottom topography took

over a month to complete and included the taking of aver one hundred

sounding lines.

3.2 - CURRENT PATTERNS

For calibration of the model and study of the flow conditions in

the pass areas, it was necessary to obtain current patterns in New

Pass and Sarasota Pass. These current patterns were obtained by using

surface floats that were cracked with transit and with the use of dye

that ,,,as photographed from a helicopter. The current patterns obtained

by using floats are shown, in part, on Sheets 7 through 9.

3.3 - CURRENT VELOCITIES

By using current meters, point velocities were obtained at

fifteen different locations. These measurements were taken for both

ebb and flood flow and over a sufficiently long period of time to

determine quantities of flow and maximu:n velocities for the given tidal

situation. Computation based on these data verified the tidal prism

as deterrJined in the field.

Unfortunately, it is extremely time consuming to obtain good

average values of point velocities in the field. These measured

velocities are affected by local conditions during the time that the

readings are taken so that it would require several repetitions in

order to obtain results that could be used directly in the calibration

of a model. Combined with computation; however, the information

obtained is very useful in giving quantitative results that, when
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properly evaluated, may be used as a basis for insuring proper flow

conditions in the model.

3.4 - TIDE RECORDINGS

One of the principal criteria_ for a properly calibrated tidal

model is that the phase and magnitude of the tide must be similar in

the model and prototype. It is fortunate that this information can

be obtained in great detail and over long periods of time at a minimum

expense. For this model, tide recorders were placed in sixteen

loc~tions in the model area and data were collected over a three month

period, more or less continuou~, With these data it was possible to

obtain a good agreement between the tides in the model and the tides

in the prototype. A typical set of curves for model and prototype is

shown on Sheet 10.

IV. MODEL DESIGN, INSTRUMENTATION AND CALIBRATION

4 0 l~- GENERAL LAYOUT OF THE MODEL

The general design of a hydraulic model is determined from a con-

sideration of the use to which the model is put and the costs of con-

structing such a model. The main purpose of the Sarasota model was to

'study changes in the tidal regime in Sarasota Bay, the design of bay

fills, and possible improvements of the two passes. These con-

siderations required that the entire tidal prisms of both passes be

included in the model and since the passes were to be studied, it

required that the scale be as large as possible. The model was,
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therefore,! designed to fit on a model slab SS x 155 ft, and made a

distorted model in order to insure adequate depths in the modelo

The north and south boundaries of the model coincide with the

tidal division lines for New Pass and Sarasota Pass o The distance

between these boundaries is approximately no fto in the model or

l2~ miles in the prototype a

It was hereby assumed that possible changes in the tidal regime,

of the passes would be small so that the boundaries (tidal division

line between passes in study area and Longboat Pass and Midnight Pass)

would not be affected to a considerable degreeo The layout of the

model on the model slab is shown on Sheet 11 0

402 - SCALES

The various scales are defined as ratio between the measurements

in the model and those in the prototype o

The horizontal scale of 1:600 was chosen as large as possible

in order to provide sufficient measuring details in the experiments.

The vertical scale was enlarged to 1:50 in order to increase the depth

of water and thereby increasing the model velocities and the Reynolds

number to insure turbulent flow. This increase in scale of the vertical

dimension gave a distortion of 12 0

For this type of hydraulic model the gravitational and inertial

forces predominate so that the Froude model law is used to compute the

other model scales such as the velocity and time scaleo

The velocity scale is derived as the square root of the vertical

scale; therefore, the velocity scale in the model is equal to Islo'
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This scale value indicates that the model velocity will be

approximately 1/7 the value of the prototype velocity. The time scale

is obtained by expressing the time as a horizontal distance scale

divided by a velocity. Therefore. the time scale is equal to __1_ ~ ~ =
600 ·"156

1
85

The value given for the time scale indicates that a nonnal semi-

diurnal tidal cycle of 12 hours and 25 minutes will require approximately

8-3/4 minutes to complete in the model.

4.3- CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL

The model was constructed as a fixed bed model with a concrete

bottom. A system of contour strips and templates were accurately

leveled and served as the basis for horizontal and vertical control.

The contour strips were used in the large flat areas of Sarasota Bay

where changes in the bottom topography are minor. In areas where the

U.S.C. & G.S. boat sheets showed certain irregularities, these ir-

regularities were placed in the model between the contour strips.

The Gulf side of the model, the two pass areas, and many areas

in the bay where the bottom topography is complicated templates were

placed in the model and the model was constructed in sections from

one template to the next. These templates were generally located in

the sa~e positions that the soundings lines were located in the model

and accurately placed according to a base lin€. The land areas were

all placed at a +5.0 above MLW elevation without any regard for the

actual topography. This was done so that the model could be run with

a stann tide situation sometime in the future and the actual topography

could be built up on top of the present elevation.
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The outside boundaries of the model were formed from concrete

blockso The water was brought into the model through two V-notched

weirs and then made to flow through a grid system that brought the

tidal wave into the model in a uniform wayo

404 - cALIBRATION DEVICES

To insure that the model acted in a manner similar to the proto-

type, a calibration program was undertaken 0 The behavior of the models

was tested by four conditions of similarity 0

,1 0 Geometrically similar 0

:2 0 Current velotities similar 0

30 Current patterns similar 0

40 Tides at various locations similar o

The model was constructed from the latest available data to insure

geometric similarityp It was felt, therefore, that when completed the

model accurately represented the bottom config~ration of the area o

The current velocities in the model were compared with the veloc-

ities measured in the prototype in both passes and in the bayo A general

agreement was found between model and prototype data, but since the proto-

type measurements were only carried out for a single period and under var-

ious weather conditions, it was felt beforehand that a very close agree-

ment could not be expectedo

The current patterns in the prototype and in the model agreed close-

lyo These current patterns were obtained in the field by tracking surface

floats with surveying instruments and by dropping dye from a helicopter

and making photographic record of the travel of the dyeo The current

patterns in the model were checked by using confetti and dyeo The move-

ments of the confetti and dye were traced visually and with photographyo

The tides in the prototype and in the model were compared at the

sixteen locations where tides gages were installed in the prototype o
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As previo~sly mentioned, the tidal data that was obtained in the field

was very complete so that it furnished an accurate record of the height

and phase relationships between the various locations where the gages

were located. Consequently, it was felt that extreme care should be

given to obtaining a good similarity between the tidal situation in

the prototype and in the model. This condition of similarity was

checked by operating the model with a tide curve that was obtained

in the prototype and checking the curves at the various locations by

moving the four laboratory water level recorders from one position to

another. Prior to completing the calibration tests all the locations

in the model gave very close agreement to their prototype counterparts.

Two methods were used to change the conditions of flow in the

model during the calibration tests. These methods were to modify the

grid system through which the water was made to flow and to vary the

number and location of the artificial roughness members.

Artificial roughness members are blocks or pegs placed in the

model to modify the natural roughness of the model so the dynamic

similarity can be obtained. The main reasons for their necessity is

the distortion between horizontal and vertical scales. The number

and size of roughness members for a given cross section are computed

from the basic equation: I 1 I
C NabR

+
w=2 C2 2 gA

C m 0

where C is the Chezy coefficient needed in the model.m

Co is the Chezy coefficient without the artificial roughness in
the model.

ab is the cross sectional area of the pegs or blocks.
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N is the number of pegs or blocks needed o

A is cross sectional area in the modelo

R is the hydraulic radius for the modelo

g is acceleration of gravity.

Cw is a coefficient that is obtained empLricallyo

Since the value used for Cw depends on the conditions under which

it was determined it is often necessary to modify the number of pegs o

Such modification is carried out during the calibration of the modelo

For this model two types of roughness members were used o In the

large, rather shallow, areas that function mainly as storage areas for

the tidal flow it was found that concrete blocks 2 em o x 3 emo x 4 emo

were adequateo In the channels wllere concentrated tidal flow occurs

it was advantageous to use copper strips that extended from the bottom

to the M.L.W. in order to obtain sufficient artificial roughness 0

405 - GENERATION OF TIDES

The tides for the model were generated by an automatic tide

generating system. This system consists of an electric eye that scans

a predrawn black and white tide curve and by an electrical connection

causes a movable weir to raise or lower depending on the stage of the

tide o By raising or lowering the weir, it is possible to cause more

or less water to flow over the weir and, therefore, to cause more or

less water to flow into the model 0

The total difference in elevation of the water surface is only

two centimeters so that the accuracy with which this tide generating

system operates must be quite high. It was found from preliminary
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tests that it could be expected that the tide difference, between

various trials would be of the order of 5-10%. This means that

generally there was less than 002 em, difference between the tide

curves and various locations for successive tria1s o

406 - INSTRUMENTATION

The instrumentation used for the Sarasota model consisted of the

following:

1. Automatic tide generator o
20 Automatic tide level recorderso
3 0 Model type velocity meteri.
4 0 Cameras o

The automatic tide generator was briefly described in section

4050 It provided both the generation of the tide and a record of

each tidal cyc1~ for all the testso

The automatic tide level recorders are of the vibrating point

type which eliminates the meniscus due to surface tension and gives a

true picture of the water level variation. The instrument accurately

follows the water level change and is set up to present a curve that

has a multiplication factor of five, for the vertical dimension 0 The

time scale for the curve is approximately 0.9 em. per mino (model

scale) 0

Due to the acquisition of a new velocity meter during the test-

ing of the model two different types were used o At first a cup type

meter was used o Although this meter gave excellent results at higher

velocities, it had certain drawbacks o It was found that it has poor

response to velocity change egpecia11y for lower velocitieso It was

also known that due to the relative size of the measuring head and

the model passes it would be necessary to make some adjustmant~in the
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measured values, since the values obtained using this meter tended to

give an average value' for a position rather than a true point velocityo

The second meter, which was used for all the testing program,

consists of a small (105 em. wide, 205 emo long, 1 05 em o deep) five

bladed P.V.Co rotor mounted on a tungsten spind1eo The rotation

blades produce a modulated wave to one arm of a Whealstone bridgeo

The wave form is modified so that it triggers a circuit that operates

three Dekatron counters o The count is then translated to a velocity

through the use of a calibration curve that is supplied with the

instrument. This meter is small enough to actually measure point

velocities and the inertia of the rotor is small enough to give

excellent transient response 0

Two cameras were used to make photographic studies of dye and

confetti tests o When confetti is used, it is possible to obtain re

lative flows across a channel by using a long exposure time, thus

allowing the confetti to make a blurred path on the filmo
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V. MODEL TESTS

5 0 1 - GENERAL

The Sarasota Bay model was used to investigate the following:

1 0 The influence of a large land fill located on the bay side

of Longboat Key) on the tides and currents in Sarasota Bay and New Pass o

2 0 The influence of a land fill, located at southeastern corner of

Lido Key, on the tides and currents in Sarasota Bay and Big Sarasota Pass o

3. A feasible solution for improvement of New Pass o

40 A feasible solution for improvement of Big Sarasota Pass o

The testing program for the study \vas set up in such a way that

each of the above four factors were investigated separately 0 By this pro

cedure results and conclusions could be drawn for each phase of the test

ing program) more or less independant of the other phaseso In each case

base tests were conducted prior to making any changes in the model. The

effects that such changes had on the tides and currents were then evalutated

with respect to these base testso

The present Bird Key development was built into the original model

because all field work was done after the dredging was done for this

development 0 The data on tides) current patterns) and current velocities

were obtained in the prototype after Bird Key was dredgedo

The model experiments did not seem to indicate adverse effects of

importance in the present hydraulic bay and pass regimeno

The Longboat fill was the first phase to be placed in the model) and

as will be explained later) it had very little effect on New Pass o There

fore, the Ne\v Pass tests could be conducted with this fill in the model

even though it does not presently exist, It was also found that the Lido

Key fill has little or no effect on Sarasota Pass so that the Sarasota

Pass tests were conducted with the South Lido Fill in the model o
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5 0 2 - LONGBOAT KEY FILL

5021 Purpose

The purpose of this phase of the study was to investigate what

effects the Longboat Key fill would have on the current patterns and

velocities in New Pass and to determine if the fill had any effect on

the tides in Sarasota Bayo As far as was possible in a model of this

scale, the flow through the interior canals of the project was in

vestigated o

5 0 22 Background

This fill is planned for the bay side of Longboat Key on the

southern end o The total area of the development is approximately 1652

acres with about one-fourth of this area outside the present shoreline 0

The fill necessary to bring this development to grade will be obtained

from a large flat area that exists in front of the proposed bulkhead

line; however, no fill will be taken from the area that is just north

of the passo . The dredge limits are as shown in Sheet 12, At periodic

intervals it will be necessary to dredge channels from the large dredge

area to the deeper water in Sarasota Bay, The dredging of these

boat channels should have no adverse effect on the development or on

New Pass,

5.23 Information Obtained From Field Investigation

Current patterns were measured in New Pass by tracking surface

floats with surveying instruments o The results of this investigation

are shown in Sheets 7 and 80 As may be seen from the figures the

following facts are evident:
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1 0 The currents are generally concentrated on the south side

of the inlet between the bridge and the gorge o

2 0 The predominant ebb flow comes around the southeast corner

of Longboat Keyo This is due to the location of the tidal area for

New Pass o

These facts led to a preliminary suggestion that it may be

advisable~ to block off the most northerly of these ebb channels and

thereby help to alleviate the concentration of flow on the south side

of the inleto However, from later experimentation in the model (Seco

504) it was found that a more feasible solution could be obtained by

modifing the conditions at the gorge o

Velocity measurements were taken in these ebb channels and

showed a maximum flood velocity of only 1 0 6 fto per seco

5024 Effects On The Tidal Regime And Currents In New Passo

The effects on the tidal regime was checked in the model by

comparing the tide curves in the various locations before and after the

change \vas placed in the mode1 0 This comparison showed only a very

minor decrease in the tidal range in the bayo

The velocities and flow patterns thrbugh New Pass were also

investigated to determine if there was any effect on the pass due to the

Longboat fi11 0 It was found that, within the accuracy of the measure

ments, there was no change in the point velocities or in the current

patterns through New Pass o

The results of the model tests were verified by calcu1ations o

This was done by computing the decrease in the tidal area due to this
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fill. New Pass carries opproximately 20% of the combined flow of New

Pass and Sarasota Pass o If the tidal area of New Pass is in proportion

to its flow capacity then the tidal area of New Pass is about 200 x 106

sqo fto The reduction of the tidal area is o£ the order of 16 x 106

sqo fto and if it is assumed that the reduction in the tidal area

affects only New Pass then the reduction for the flow through New Pass

would be about 8%0 From model observations it has been observed that

an apparent tidal division line runs in a north-south direction from
~

New Pass to the north. After the fill has been placed in the model

this tidal division line tended to shift to the east so that actually

the reduction of the tidal area affects both passes o This means that

the 8% figure is on the high side.

5 0 25 The Interior Canal System of the Longboat Key Fil~

. The interior canal system of this project was designed in such a

way that all but one canal is open at both ends so that it is possible

to obtain good water circulation through them o The tidal currents in

the canals were too weak to be accurately measured in the model; how-

ever, these open canals provide an excellent opportunity for flow

caused by the action of wind over the water surface 0 Winds that blow

in the direction of the canals provide the maximum transfer of energy

and therefore cause maximum circulation. From the U. So Weather

Bureau it is known that the prevailing winds are from the east and

northeast so that canals that are oriented in these directions should

prove to have the best circulation o

It has been noted during experiments in the model that the

dredged area in front of the fill tends to attract flow due to its good
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hydraulic properties.· It is possible to divert some of this additional

flow into the int~rior canals during ebb flow by constructing the

bulkhead so that there is a small offset on the south side o These

offsets are shown in Sheet 120

It has also been noticed that the canal around island No o 1 has

an extremely high length to width ratioo A reduction of this ratio by

shortening the canal length would improve flow conditions in the canalo

A possible new canal layout is shown on Sheet 12 0

The location of the boat marina may cause some additional

pollution in this area o For this reason it would be more desirable

to have the marina on the bay itself rather than in one of the interior

cana1so This would also help limit boat traffic in the canal from the

marina to the bayo

5 0 26 Conclusions

From model tests and field investigations the following conclusions

are made:

1 0 The Longboat Key fill should have no adverse effects on the

tides or currents in the area provided no dredging is done to the

south side of the developmento

2 0 The canal system is generally adequate and should have good

circulation caused by wind induced currents 0

3 0 Tidal currents in the area, particu1ar!1; at the northern

end, are practically non-existento

40 To decrease possible pollution of the canal system in the

marina area it would be advisable~ to move the marina to a bay side

location o

50 Currents in the interior canals may be improved by offsetting

some of the exterior bulkhead o (See Sheet 12)
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503 SOUTH LIDO

5031 Purpose

The purpose of this phase of the model study was to determine

what effects the South Lido fill would have on the tidal situation,

the flow patterns in the area, the velocities adjacent to the fill,

and the suitability of the dredging plan as proposed by the Arvida

Corporation 0 The possibility of improving the development by making

a minor change in the interior canal system was also investigated 0

5.32 Background

A preliminary report for the South Lido development. was forward

ed to Arvida Realty Coo during July 1960. This report gave information

about the current situation in the area and possible location for ob

taining fill necessary for this development. This report was forwarded

prior to testing of the development in the model and was based on,)

field data obtained for the Sarasota modelo

The South Lido Development was placed in the model from plans

submitted to the U. S. Corps of Engineers for approval 0 These plans

give the layout of both the fill area and the dredged area o The

depth of the lagoon, interior canals and the dredged area was placed

at a -12 fto below M.L.W., which represents a depth of approximately

-13 fto below M.S.L.

5033 Tidal Effects of South Lido Fill

The effects on the tidal conditions in this area of Sarasota

Bay were compared with the original tide conditions by comparing the

tide curves from recorders that are located close to the South Lido
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area o This comparison showed that there was no measureable difference

in the tidal situation before and after the fill was placed in the model o

5.34 Effects on the Flow through Sarasota Pass

Since the amount of water that flows through a tidal inlet of a

given cross section is principally controlled by the tidal area that it

fills, the change in the tidal area of Sarasota Pass, due to the South

Lido fill, was investigated 0 It was found that the total reduction in

the tidal area after the fill was about 124,000 sqo yds o This amounts to

a reduction in the tidal area of less than Oo~oo This reduction is in

significant, which means that the approximate quantity of water flowing

through Sarasota Pass will remain.the same 0

The flow conditions through the pass were investigated in the model

with the use of fluorescein dyeo By introducing dye on the flood and ebb

flow it is possible to observe the flmv pattern of the water as it moves

through the pass o This procedure was used both before the fill was placed

in the model and after the fill was placed in the model, It was determined,

by this method, that there were no significant changes in the flow p~tern

through the pass due to the construction of this fillo It is felt, there

fore, that the South Lido fill can have no adverse effects on any of the

surrounding areas o

5035 General Test Program

Four separate plans were tested in the model to determine the flow

conditions in the general area for each plano The four plans tested are

as follows:

1. The fill and dredging as proposed by Arvida Realty Corp 0 (Sheet l~
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20 The fill and dredging as proposed with a dam constructed as

shown in Sheet 140

30 The fill as proposed but the dredging plans modified as

shown in Sheet 15 0

40 The fill and dredging as proposed with the exception that a

100 fto wide canal was constructed between the lagoon and

the curved canal (Sheet 16)0

Velocities and test conditions are indicated on Sheets located

at the end of the written reporto

5 036 Results of Each Test

S036A The Fill and Dredging as Proposed

When the fill and dredged area was placed in the model it became

apparent that velocities close to the bulkhead where rather high and

it would be advisable) to reduce these velocities if this could be

done in a reasonable manner o It was also apparent that flow in the

lagoon and in the canals was practically non-existento Sheet 13

sh&ws the maximum ebb and flood velocities that were measured in four

locations o As may be seen two of these locations are close to the

bulkhead and two are in the natural channel 0 During flood flow the

velocities are higher, at both locations, in the newly dredged chann.el

than they are in the natural channeL During ebb flow the velocities

in the natural channel and the channel close to the bulkhead seem. to

be of the same magnitude when measured at positions 3 and 40 When

measured at positions land 2, which are farther to the north, t.the

velocities in the natural channel seem to be of the order of 20%

higher than the velocities measured in the newly dredged channel o

From the results given above) it appears that the higher velocit~
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close to the bulkhead during flood flow should be reduced if this can
I

be done in a practical wayo During the ebb flow the undredged portions

left between the newly created channel and the natural channel seems

to be guiding the flow for a time but towards the southern part of the

development they have little or no effecto

5036B Fill and Dredging as Proposed with a Short Dam Installed
as shown in Sheet 140

In an effort to improve the conditions that prevailed in Test

#1 a dam was installed that would interrupt the flow along the bulk-

head 0 This dam was 75 fto long (in the prototype) and extended out

from the south end of the N lSo SO'W bulkhead lineo

The effects of this dam are as follows:

1 0 During flood flow there was no measurable2 flow in the

dredged channel north of the dam. In fact, there was a

large eddy area that forms 0 The velocity in the natural

channel increased by approximately 25%0

2 0 South of the dam, during flood flow, there was no reduction

in the flow close to the bulkhead o

30 During ebb flow there was little change in the velocities in

the natural and dredged channel at positions 1 and 2 0

40 South of the dam there was no measureable velocity in the

dredged channel and the velocity increased somewhat in the

natural channel during ebb flow o

50 The dam definitely reduced the velocities sharply on the

downstream side of the dam but had little or no effec~ on

th~ upstream side o
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5036C Fill and Dredging as Proposed by the Coastal Engineering
Report of July 19600 See Sheet 150

The dredge plans as proposed in this report are the same as pro-

posed by Arvida Realty Coo with the exception that the dredge area

terminates at the location where the dam for the previous test was

located.

During the flood flow it was found that the velocity at position

1 was greatly reduced, and that at position 3 the velocity was only

slightly reduced in relation to the original proposed dredgingo The

velocities at positions 2 and 4 remained practically the same for both

tests.

During ebb flow there was a sharp reduction at position 3 with a

corresponding increase at position 4. At position 1 and 2 there was

little change due to the modified dredging plan.

5036D The Opening of 100 fto Wide Canal to Connect the Lagoon
with the Proposed Cana1 0 See Sheet 16 0

As has been mentioned earlier it was at once evident that there

was almost no flow through the canals and lagoono Since one canal

terminates only a short distance from the lagoon it was felt that it

would be economically feasible to connect this canal with the lagoon

if it should appear that such a modification would materially improve

the flow in this canal and lagoono

From preliminary tests, it appears that a very adequate flow can be

obtained in both the lagoon and the canal by connecting them with 100

fto wide canal 0 There were eddies formed in the northeast corner of

the lagoon during ebb flow; however, these eddies could be eliminated by a

small modification of the layout of the lagoon.
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The velocities in the restricted 100 fto wide section are quite

high, being of the order of two and a half ft o per seco Should velo-

cities of this magnitude be objectionable from an erosion standpoint the

restricted section could be increased to the same width as the canal or

toe protection for the sheet piling in this section could be used o

5037 Conclusion

1. The original proposed plan will allow rather high currentvvelo-

cities along the sea wall of the proposed developmento These velocities

may be objectionable for the stability of the sheet piling wallo

20 When a dam is installed as in test #2, definite relief is given

to the downstream side; (south during ebb flow and north during flood

flow) however, little relief is given to the upstream side o

30 When the dredging plans are modified by not dredging south of

the proposed dam, it was found that the velocities at position 1 could be

greatly reduced during flood flow o Since this is the location that was

the most critical it is felt that this is a definite benefit • By not dredg-

ing this area the sea walls will be less prone to wave and current attack;

whereas, on the other hand the developer may feel it is necessary to pro-

vide deep water access to the lots along this bulkhead o This question can

only be resolved by weighLuS0 the benefits and liabilities of both choices o

40 If the fill and dredge plan as proposed (Test #1) is used a

rubble mound or toe protection should be placed in front of the sheet-

piling wall in the areas of high velocities. Such rubble mound or toe

protection should be placed on a filter layer to avoid subsidence 0

50 Connection of the dead end canal with the lagoon would produce a

good flow through these bodies of water o The 100 fto wide section may have

to be protected from toe scour unless its width is increa~edo
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5.4 - NEW PASS TESTS

5.41 Introduction

According to hearings held by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers,

it is the desire of the residents of Sarasota that a deep water access

be provided to Sarasota Bay through New Pass, Sarasota Pass or both.

In an effort to obtain a feasible solution to providing such access,

various tests were performed in the model. The first pass improvement

tests were conducted on New Pass.

5.42 General Test Program

In order to evaluate the various plans that were tested for the

improvement of New Pass, it was necessary to establish an instrumenta

tion program that could supply the infonnation that was needed for COln=

parison purposes. Since the Sarasota model is a fixed bed model, it is

necessary to work with current velocities and patterns. The large

amount of artificial roughness that had to be placed in New Pass for

calibration purposes made it quite difficult to measure flow patterns

accurately so that it was felt that it would be necessary to depend on

velocity measurements for comparison purposes.

To facilitate the measurement of velocities, thirteen measuring

locations were placed throughout New Pass. A periodic tide curve,

using a tide curve recorded in Sarasota, was used for all tests. This

allowed measurements to be taken at several locations (usually 3) dur

ing each ebb and flood period and then taking the next group of loca

tions during the following ebb and flood period.
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The first series of tests (See Sheet 17) were base tests with the

model representing the prototype situation as it existed during the

field work (approximately Apr o 1960)0 The average maximum values of

five base tests were used for comparison purposes on the latertestso

The later tests were run with the following changes made in New Pass o

Test Numbers

1 0 A 150 fto wide by 10 fto deep channel heading straight out

New Pass over the bar o

20 A 400 fto wide by 10 fto deep channel heading straight out

New Pass over the bar o

30 A channel as above with the natural channel that turns to

the south after coming out the pass blocked o

40 A channel as above with the natural channel to the south

blocked and a 700 fto jetty placed just north of the inleto

50 A channel as above with a 470 ft o jetty placed south of the

inlet and a 700 fto jetty placed north of the inlet o

60 A channel as above with the north jetty moved approximately

100 fto north and shortened to 600 fto The natural channel

to the south was blocked o

70 A channel as above with the jetty placed as in series 6 and

the natural channel to the south blocked. The gorge of the

inlet was deepened on the north side o

8 0 A channel as above with the natural channel to the south

blocked and the gorge of the inlet deepened on the north side

but with no jetties on either side of the inlet.
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5.43 Test Results

5.43A A 150 ft. wide by 10 ft. deep channel heading straight out
New Pass over the bar. (Sheet 18).

The first modification was the construction of a channel that cor-

responds to a "typical" design by the Corps of Engineers for a small-

craft channel across the Gulf bar. The channel extended into the Gulf

a distance of approximately one half mile.

By using dye, it was detennined that the flow patterq in New Pass

and into the Gulf was not affected by the placement of the 150 ft. wide

channel.

From velocity measurements, it appears that on ebb flow there is

some velocity increase on the north side of the inlet in the area near

the gorge of the pass. This is probably caused by a concentration of

flow through the newly formed channel with a corresponding decrease in

flow through the channel that turns to the south after coming out the

inlet. During flood flow the opposite is true; that is, there is a de-

crease in flow on the north side of the inlet. It has been observed

that during flood flow a good deal of flow comes across the bar from

the north and northwest and flows into the inlet. The addition of a

channel with good hydraulic properties allows more flow to enter the

channel in a straight line. This decreases the percentage of flow

that comes around the corner of Longboat Key and thereby decreases the

velocity on the north side of the inlet.

From velocity measurements taken at several locations in the

center of the pass, it was found that the total volume of water flowing

through New Pass was not materially altered by the placing of this chan-

nel in the model.
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The question of maintenance of this dredged channel cannot be an-

swered directly from the Sarasota model since it is a tixed bed model

and cannot be used to show shoaling effects. It is known, however, that

due to littoral drift a long narrow channel cannot be expected to main-

tain itself without dredging.

5.43B A 400 ft. wide by 10 ft. deep channel heading straight out
New Pass over the bar. (See Sheet 19).

This channel started out as the 150 ft. wide channel used in test 1

but was extended 250 ft. wider on the north side.

The 400 ft. wide channel across the Gulf bar greatly increased the

efficiency of New Pass in carrying the ebb flow and also increased the

capacity in carrying the flood flow. The velocities in the pass increased

on the order of 25-30% during ebb flow and 10-20% during flood flow. This

additional increase during ebb flow is reasonable since during ebb flow

the water is jetted through the pass and the Gulf bar presents a restric-

tion, \Jhcreas the flood flow comes into the pass from a 1800 arc and the

increased carrying capacity of the 400 ft. channel is not as significant.

During ebb flow, the velocities on the south side of the pass near

the gorge continued to predominate. Since the natural channel that turns

to the south after it leaves the pass was still open, there was the same

tendency for part of the water to flow through the natural channel.

From a maintenance viewpoint, the 400 ft. wide channel is consid-

ered to be a better solution than the 150 wide channel for three reasons.

First, all other factors being equal, the 150 wide channel will shoal

over much faster than the 400 ft. channel due strictly to its physical

dimensions. Second, the 150 ft. wide channel does not seem to be
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adequate to guide a sufficient flow of water through it during ebb flow

to provide any scouring action; whereas, the 400 ft. wide channel does

seem to be able to accomplish this. Such a scouring action will greatly

aid in keeping a channel open. Third, the additional material that is

dredged from the 400 ft. wide channel provides an excellent source of

material for nourishing the eroding beaches on the northern part of Lido

Key.

5.43C A 400 ft. wide by 10 ft. deep channel heading straight out
New Pass over the bar with the n3tural channel that turns
to the south after coming out the pass blocked. (See
Sheet 20).

In an effort to reduce the ebb velocities on the south side of the

pass near the gorge, the natural channel was blocked. This could be ac-

complished by a hydraulic dredge placing some of the spoil from the

dredging of the channel in this area. It was found that the blocking of

this natural channel had practically no effect on the flood flow and

only a small reduction on the ebb flow. It did, however, increase the

~uiding effect of the dredged channel and will probably help reduce the

amount of maintenance dredging necessary.

5.43D A 400 ft. wide by 10 ft. deep channel heading straight out
New Pass over the bar with the natural channel blocked and
a 700 ft. jetty placed north of the inlet. (See Sheet 21).

This test was run to determine the results of a jetty placed north

of the inlet. Such a jetty--of a fairly light design-- would act as a

littoral barrier for material moving southerly and thereby decrease the

amount of shoaling in the dredged channel. It should also eliminate the
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accretion on the north side of New Pass.. This accretion has been pro-

ceeding at a rapid rate recently and has resulted in an increased flow

and scouring effect on the south side of the pass.

From dye experiment made during the running of this test, it was

found that although the jetty would cut off the most of the littoral

drift, it did form a large eddy on the south side of the jetty during

flood £10\". This caused an increase in flow on the south side of the

inlet in the area of the eddy.

During ebb flow, there was some decrease in flow due to the jetty

confining the flow that normally diffused to the north once it left the

inlet.

5.43E A 400 ft. wide by 10 ft. deep channel heading straight out
New Pass over the bar with a 470 ft. jetty placed south of
the inlet and a 700 ft. jetty placed north of the inlet.
(See Sheet 22).

During flood floW' the south jetty limits further the flow of water

entering the pass and, therefor~ causes some decrease in the capacity of

the pass. The flow pattern on the flbod flow is similar to the pattern

for test 4.

During the ebb flow, there is only a small difference between the

quantity of flow during tests 4 and 5; however, the south jetty does

offer some additional guidance to the flow and tends to concentrate the

current in the dredged channel.

The north jetty remained the same as for test 4 but a south jetty

was placed on top of the spoil used to block the natural channel. This

south jetty was approximately 400 ft. shorter than the north jetty but
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the western ends were about even.

5.43F A 400 ft. wide by 10 ft. deep channel heading straight out
New Pass over the bar with the north jetty moved approx
imately 100 ft. north and shortened to 600 ft. The natural
channel to the south was blocked. (See Sheet 23).

Since test 4 revealed a rather large eddy during flood flow just

to the south and inside the north jetty, this jetty was moved to the

north in an effort to place the eddy in a more beneficial location. It

was found by using dye experiments that during this test the eddy was

located entirely between the north jetty and the inlet channel. It is

felt that this is a far more desirable location for the north jetty

because this eddy area will function as a sand trap for material that

passes around the north jetty and enters the inlet during the flood

flow.

During flood flow, moving the north jetty facther to the north

caused the velocity in the gorge of the channel to decrease due to a

fuller utilization of the cross section of the pass. During ebb flow

conditions remained similar to test 4.

5.43G A 400 ft. wide by 10 ft. deep channel running straight out
New Pass over the bar with the natural channel to the south
blocked and a jetty placed as in test number 6. The gorge
of the channel was deepened on the north side. (See Sheet
24).

The preceeding five tests have indicated that a 400 ft. dredged

channel over the bar greatly increases the flow capacity of New Pass

and causes the velocities in the inlet to increase above their present

values. In the prototype, it is probable that rather than the veloc-

ities increasing to any great extent the gorge of the channel will
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scour itself into a new equilibrium profile. This could mean a worsen

ing of the already bad erosion situation on the south side of the inlet.

In order to avoid this conditon, the north side of the gorge was deep

ened so that the flow could be more uniformly distributed across the

inlet. During the flood flow, this resulted in an increase in velocity

on the north side of the inlet and a decrease on the south side with.

reference to the base tests.

Maintaining a cross section with a rather uniform depth across

the inlet will require that the jetty, as placed in this test, be used

in conjunction with this deepening. Without this jetty it can be ex

pected that any dredging done on the north side of the inlet will tend

to shoal due to material being brought in during the flood flow and

deposited in the eddy formed by the separation of flow as it comes

arouad the southwest corner of Longboat Key. Such a deposition may

readily be seen at the time of the writing of this report,as has been

mentioned earlier.

During the ebb flow, there is also a decrease in velocities in

gorge with reference to the previous test with a 400 ft. wide channel;

however, the velocities do remain slightly above the base test values.

The deepening of the north side of the inlet has a smaller effect

on the ebb flow than the flood flow because of the way the ebb flow

enters the inlet from the bay side. It is known that the major portion

of New Pass's tidal area is located to the north of the inlet and,

therefore, the ebb flow tends to sweep in from the north and hug the

south side of the inlet. De~pening the north side of the inlet does
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increase the cross sectional area but it does not change the tendency

for the flod to concentrate on the south side near the gorge.

5.43H A 400 Ft. wide by 10 ft. deep channel running straight out
New Pass over the bar with the natural channel to the south
blocked and no jetties. The gorge of the channel was deep
ened on the north side. (See Sheet 25).

A discussion with the Jacksonville District of the U. S. Corps of

Engineers led to the belief that the benefit-cost ratio for the deepen-

ing of a channel into Sarasota Bay may not justify the use of any fixed

structures. Therefore, this test was undertaken to determine what in-

fluence the removal of the north jetty would have on the flow character-

istics of the inlet with the gorge widened. As may be seen from Sheet 25,

there is an increase on both the flood and ebb currents. This is no

doubt due to the removal of the constriction caused by the north jetty.

The inctease is more noticeable along the south side of the channel.

Since the Sarasota model is a fixed bed model, it is not possible

to say exactly how the dredged channel will shoal and at what rate. It

is kno~l, however, that a jetty on the up drift side of the inlet can

greatly reduce such shoaling in the channel and by artificially trans-

ferring the ~aterial that collects on the up drift side, the down drift

beaches can be nourished.

Whether to use a jetty or not is an economic question. Since the

increase in velocities without the jetty is tolerable, the greatest as-

set of the jetty is the expected reduction of maintenance dredging and

the action of the jetty as a sand trap from which material may be trans-

fer red to the down drift beaches. If the cost of the jetty exceeds the
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cost of maintenance dredging for a period equal to the life of the jetty

then it is not justified. However, if the opposite is true then it is

justified.

5.44 Effects on Sarasota Pass Caused by Changes in New Pass

Calculations based on field data obtained during the hydrographic

survey have indicated that of the total tidal prism of Sarasota Bay only

20% of the volume of water comes through New Pass. This means that an

increase of 50% in the flow through New Pass would only result in a 12\%

decrease in the flow through Sarasota Pass, assuming the tidal prism re

mains constant. For this reason, it is felt that the changes in flow

resulting from the various tests run on New Pass would have a very minor

effect on Sarasota Pass.

There will be some shifting of the tidal division line due to the

change in quantity of flow; however, since this division line is probably

affected more by changing wind conditions than by the changes in flow,

it is of minor importance.

5.45 Conclusions

1. New Pass is fairly easy to improve because of its snml1er size.

2. A 150 ft. wide by 10 ft. deep channel has little effect on the

flow in New Pass.

3. A 400 ft. wide by 10 ft. deep channel will definitely increase

the carrying capacity of New Pass.

4. Blocking of the natural channel after it enters the Gulf and

turns to the south will aid in guiding the flow through the dredged channel.
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5. A jetty on the south side of the inlet does not seem to be

economically justified.

6. A jetty on the north side will help stop the flow of littoral

material fcom being deposited in the inlet.

7. The area between the jetty as located in test 7 and the north

side of the channel could act as a negative sand trap for any material

that comes around the jetty on the north.

8. Increasing the cross section of the gorge is necessary if a

400 ft. channel across the Gulf bar is used, in order to reduce the high

velocities in this area of the pass.

9. Material dredged from the 400 ft. channel can be used for

improving the situation in the northern and middle section of Lido Key

which has suffered considerably from erosion.

10. The jetty on the north side of the inlet may be eliminated if

it is felt that it is not economically justified.
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"

505 - BIG SARASOTA PASS

5,51 Purpose

Big Sarasota Pass is neither satisfactory from a navigation

standpoint nor from an erosion standpoint, The purpose of the test

program is to evaluate certain plans of improvement that would

alleviate these situationso

5052 General Test Program

The central idea in trying to improve Sarasota Pass was to re-

locate the present main channel to relieve the serious erosion condi-

tions that exist along a section of Siesta Key, From a study of

historical maps, it appears that the main swash channel through the

shoals in Sarasota Pass is rather stable with regards to location and

direction o Its location is such that it appeared to be ideal for

development of the main channel; however, the effect of a nearly right

angle bend where it meets the present main channel and also the flow

conditions through such an improved channel had to be investigatedo

The size of a larger dredged channel was computed based on the

newest results on stability of inlets in alluvial material and by con-

sidering the cross sectional area of the present channel, ~~en con-

sidering the stability regimen it is necessary to know the degree of

sediment transport, It: is estimated that the quantity of littoral

drift is between 50,000 cUo yds o and 100,000 cu, yds o per yearo The

maximum average flow through the inlet is approximately 66,000 cU o fto

per sec, This gives a~ ratio of about 20 to 40, which is low;
Qmax

therefore, light sediment load values for estimation of the so-called
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"stability shear stressll are valida The relationship between pertintei1t

factors involved in inlet stability may be stated as follows:

wher~As = the gorge cross section which is supposed to be stable

Qm = maximum discharge

C Chezy's coefficient (a friction parameter)

T S = an average "stability shear stressll (stress between flow

and bottom)

p = density of water

g = acceleration of gravity

From calculations based on data obtained during fie14 work~ it was
'i' .

computed that the m~imum spring tide flow through Sarasota P~ss is
i

apprqximately 66,000 cUo fto', per sec o Using a stability shear stress
. .

applicable for light condit~ons of littoral drift (0.072 lbso/fto 2)

and aCnezy coefficient based on,the equation C = 45 + 9 logo A, the

computed stable area is about 23,000 sq. ft. The cross sectional

area between the tip of Lido Key and the main swash channel is about

5,000 sqo fto This leaves a cross sectional area for a stable gorge

channel of about 18,000 sq. ft o

From a preliminary investigation, it was felt that it would be

advisable to develop the present swash channel whlch has demonstrated

a certain Illocation stability~' This could be done by dredging this

channel only enough to be stable with the main channel open or it

could be dredged enough so that the main channel could be blocked off.

With these two basic propositions in mind, the following testing
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program was undertaken:

Test Numbers

1 0 The present situation acting as base tests for the remaining

tests as shown on Sheet 260

2. A 650 ft. wide by 14 fto deep channel as shown on Sheet 270

3 0 A 650 fto wide by 14 fto deep channel with the present main

channel blocked at Siesta Point as shown on Sheet 28 0

4 0 A 650 fto wide by 14 ft, deep channel wi~h the present main

channel blocked just outside the dredged channel as shown on

Sheet 290

50 A 1,000 fto wide by 14 fto deep channel as sho\vu on Sheet 300

60 A 1,000 fto wide by 14 fto deep channel with the present main

channel blocked just outside the dredged channel as shown on

Sheet 31 0

70 A 1,000 fto wide by 14 fto deep channel with the present main

channel blocked at Siesta Point as shown on Sheet 320

8 0 A 1,000 fto wide by 14 fto deep channel realigned farther to

the south with part of the spoil from the dredging deposited

along the south side of the present main channel to an extent

that will provide a 50 fto berm and with the present main

channel blocked at Siesta Point as shown on Sheet 33 0

5.53 Use of Dredged Material

A channel 1,000 fto wide by 14 ft. deep through the shoal area

and into deep water will require dredging of approximately one-half

a million cUo yds o Although this is a large quantity to dredge solely

for navigation purposes, it may be justified when the spoil from this
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dredging is used for beach protection purposes o

In the area adjacent to Sarasota Pass there are two areas where

the placing of artificial nourishment would be highly desirable o These

areas are Siesta Key, from the area opposite the swash channel to Siesta

Point, and on the beach south of Lido Casino and in the middle part of

Lido Key 0 Should the pumping distances be too great for the dredge used,

the sand could be stock piled and then moved and placed by earth moving

equipment 0

5054 Test Results

5054A The present situation to act as base tests for the re
maining testso See Sheet 26 0

The first four tests were run with the present (April 1960)

situation in the modelo Thirteen measuring locations were placed in

the model and measurements of flood and ebb velocities were taken at

these points. The average values obtained from these four tests were

used to compare with the results of the various tests with the differ-

ent situations that were placed in the modelo

5.54B A 650 ft. wide by 14 fto deep channel as sho\vu on Sheet
27.

From field data it was computed that a 650 fto wide by 14 ft o

deep channel should have a sufficient tidal flow to maintain it in a

stable condition 0 The test, however, showed that the maximum average

velocity was only 2.7 fto per seco and had a poor horizontal velocity

distribution through the Pass o The calculated maximum average velocity

is 2 0 9 fto per seco based on the stability shear stress equation using

a shear stress valid for light sediment load o The velocities used for
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these computations may be somewhat low since the tide curve used in

the model was not the maximum spring tide curve and, therefore, the

velocities are slightly smaller than they would be with maximum spring

tide conditions.

In the present main channel the velocities dropped to about 60%

of their former values. With these velocities it is most probable

that this channel will shoal.

5.54c A 650 ft. wide by 14 ft, deep channel with the present
main channel blocked at Siesta Point as shown on Sheet 28.

A dam or a beach barrier about 300 fto wide with a dune or dyke

on its east side was placed across the present main channel at Siesta

Point to deteDnine its effect on the velocities in the dredged channel.

As could be expected the velocities in the dredged channel increased

to an average maximum value of 3.6 ft. par seco which is a little

higher than the stability shear stress for the actual conditions o The

present main channel continued to carry some of the flow since it is

known that a large quantity of water flows over the bar between the

swash channel and the GUlf end of the present main channel. The

horizontal velocity distribution across the dredged channel seems to

be good except for a tendency for the water to flow in a direction that

is more southerly than the channel alignment 0

5054D A 650 ft. wide by 14 ft. deep channel with the present
main channel blocked just outside the dredged channel
as shown on Sheet 29.

This condition was tested in the model mainly for comparison with

later tests using a 1,000 fto wide channeL It was known that ve10 -

cities would continue to increase above the values for the last ~.t
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